Automated Disease Prediction System (ADPS): A User Input-based Reliable Architecture for Disease Prediction
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ABSTRACT
Rapid proliferation of Internet technology and handheld devices has opened up new avenues for online healthcare system. There are instances where online medical help or healthcare advice is easier or faster to grasp than real world help. People often feel reluctant to go to hospital or physician on minor symptoms. However, in many cases, these minor symptoms may trigger major health hazards. As online health advice is easily reachable, it can be a great head start for users. Moreover, existing online health care systems suffer from lack of reliability and accuracy. Hence, we propose an automated disease prediction system (ADPS) that relies on guided (to be described later) user input. The system takes input from the user and provides a list (topmost diseases have greater likelihood of occurrence) of probable diseases. The accuracy of ADPS has been evaluated extensively. It ensured an average of 14.35% higher accuracy in comparison with the existing solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Number of internet users is growing exponentially over the years. In a national survey conducted by the Pew Internet Project [1] found that 72% of Internet users in the United States, have gone online in search of health information. People post their health related queries (such as asking about what kind of disease that they might be suffering from) on various healthcare forums. There are other group of people who leave their responses to those posts with predictions of possible diseases. However, these predictions may not be always accurate, and also there is no assurance that users will always get a reply on their post. Moreover, some posts are fabricated or made up which can drive the patient in a wrong direction. It is worth noting that a huge number of users on these forums hold fake identities. According to a survey conducted by CNN [2], it is found that 25% users lie on social networking sites. Therefore, reliability is a big issue here.

Substantial amount of research work on automated disease prediction is going on in recent years. It can be classified in two major categories: One is disease prediction based on specialized/clinical text source and another is disease prediction based on unspecialized text source. Bulk of the research work focused on predicting diseases automatically from specialized text sources like clinical reports [3]. However, predicting disease based on user (patient) input is a complete different ball game ([4], [5] and [6]). Generally, people express their symptoms in non-technical or natural terms which adds complexity in predicting diseases. In this work, the objective is to construct a novel architecture consisting of techniques that will allow disease prediction with greater accuracy based on user input. This paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 sheds light on related works. Contribution of this work is described in section 3. Section 4 contains overview of the model. Special data structure and algorithm of this architecture are introduced in section 5, 6. Section 7 contains probability computation procedure. Experimental results are shown in section 8. Finally, section 9 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
The work presented in [3] focuses on disease prediction from clinical data provided by New York - Presbyterian Hospital. As these are clinical data, automated disease prediction is relatively different and easier than predicting from user text input.

It is observed that input from common user contains less number of clinical terms. That means, matching the symptom names from user text input with system database has much more complexity.

[4] emphasizes on prediction of potential infectious disease outbreaks from online text sources. Which is also a specialized source where explicit medical terms are used.

A lot of effort has been put on to predict specific diseases [7], [8]. For instance, authors in [7] focus on predicting coronary heart diseases by mining text. There are also a number of research works that have been done in recent years on healthcare forums. [9] is such a work where natural language processing is used to rate and analyze user comments in order to predict diseases and extract rare side effects of drugs. This
system took into account suggestions provided by different users on comment sections in disease analysis.

Healthcare websites such as isabelhealthcare.com, mayo-clinic.org, patient.co.uk, are providing disease prediction based on user input ([5], [10] and [6]), [10] uses jargon-laden interface (i.e. users need to navigate through a long list of symptoms). From user’s point of view, it is a cumbersome task and the process is time consuming as well. Moreover, if a certain symptom is not found by the users, they are compelled to skip that symptom which is not desired at all. [5], [6] take guided input from user. However, they rely on mere symptom-disease relationship framework ([11], [12]) and use full text database [23]. Upon user input, these systems start looking for exact word match in the database from each input line. Thus it does not allow linguistic diversity. E.g. if the database does not contain a symptom’s synonym used by a user, it will not be able to match the input perfectly. If the input contains more non-technical terms than expected, its performance degrades significantly. The framework used is very much rigid and confined to specific input types.

3. CONTRIBUTION
In this work we propose RA data structure where five relevant parameters from user input are taken into account and these parameters will be proven vital in accurate disease prediction in subsequent sections. RA data structure is as follows.

General Form: < S, T, I, O, D >

- S = Symptom name (Fever, Headache etc.)
- T = Time (Morning, Night etc.)
- I = Intensity (High, Low etc.)
- O = Organ name (Abdomen, Head, Heart etc.)
- D = Duration (10 days, 1 month etc.).

4. OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL
It is presumed that the user will give text input in one sentence describing a single symptom at a time (guideline for user input). Subsequent symptoms can be added in new lines. After getting user input, the system will scan through each line and tag each word according to their relevant parameter. Then after performing certain computations (to be described later) the system will return a list of possible diseases ordered according to the likelihood of their occurrences.

5. ADPS COMPONENTS
5.1 Relevant Attribute (RA) Data Structure
Most of the existing disease prediction systems ([4], [5], [6]) where user input is taken as text, focus only on symptom to disease relationships. Associating a disease merely based on a symptom name can significantly decrease the accuracy of disease prediction. Because there are other parameters that can help pin pointing a disease more accurately. For example, high fever is a symptom of dengue while mild fever is a symptom of Reiter’s syndrome or reactive arthritis. Here if the intensity is not taken into consideration then only ‘fever’ can refer to either one of these two diseases.

Similarly, time can also be a vital parameter to be considered in case of disease prediction. For instance, high temperature at ‘night’ is a symptom of respiratory tract infection (cold). Here timing (night) of the fever cannot be ignored. If neglected, the accuracy of disease prediction can deviate significantly, ultimately leading to incorrect prediction.

In this work we propose RA data structure where five relevant parameters from user input are taken into account and these parameters will be proven vital in accurate disease prediction in subsequent sections. RA data structure is as follows.

General Form: < S, T, I, O, D >

- S = Symptom name (Fever, Headache etc.)
- T = Time (Morning, Night etc.)
- I = Intensity (High, Low etc.)
- O = Organ name (Abdomen, Head, Heart etc.)
- D = Duration (10 days, 1 month etc.).

5.2 Disease Symptom Database
It is a disease symptom database developed from expert sources ([10], [15], [16]) where each disease is associated with 5 parameters (S, T, I, O, D) of RA data structure. E.g. figure 3 and 4 is a logical overview of the database.

Fig 2: RA Data Structure

Fig 3: DB representation for Dengue (Matrix D-D)
6. WORD TAGGING

Initially each word is tagged according to RA data structure. From each input line, words will be tagged according to their correspondence with symptom name, time, intensity, organ name and duration.

Tagging will be done using following three techniques:

i. Synonym Parent Tree
ii. Symptom Reference Tag and Decision Tree
iii. Relevant Attribute Array

6.1 Synonym Parent Tree

User input can have great linguistic diversity. Same thing can be described using different words. Also people can use synonym of a word. Therefore, it is very likely that the user’s input will often not be an exact match with the database.

Words like ‘urinating’, ‘urinate’ and ‘urinated’ represent something related to ‘urination’. When input words are matched with database, many words may be returned as unmatched words in spite of having the same meaning. To tackle such cases, Synonym Parent Tree has been introduced. Here each word is pointed to its root or parent word. Each child is a synonym of its parent. If any of the trees contain a matching child word, the input word is replaced with the root of the matched tree.

Each word is parsed from the input and this is how whenever it is possible a word is rectified so that it resembles the exact same database entry.

After this word modification step, each word is searched against the database entries to find the corresponding parameter name. E.g. consider a word ‘severe’ in a user input line. The database has three types of intensity values: high, medium and low. ‘Severe’ corresponds to ‘high’, therefore synonym tree converts the word ‘severe’ to ‘high’.

Then the word ‘high’ is looked up in the database and it is found that the parameter name of ‘high’ is intensity. So the word ‘high’ gets the tag Intensity according to RA data structure.

6.2 Symptom Reference Tag & Decision Tree

For accurate disease prediction, each word is required to be tagged correctly. Symptom parent tree approach is not enough to fulfil this goal.

A single symptom name may often be comprised of more than one word rather than single clinical word. As the user can express the same thing in different ways, identifying a specific symptom can be very tricky at times. For example, a user might not use the word ‘insomnia’ to describe the fact that he is experiencing difficulty with However, the above mentioned approach should still be able to interpret it as ‘insomnia’ even though the exact user input is not part of the database.

To realize the above mentioned scenario, a decision tree based solution is proposed to determine the symptom name from such compound inputs. To use the decision tree, a symptom associated tag is introduced. It is called ‘symptom reference tag’. For all possible symptoms, there are related tags associated with it in the database. For example, the related tag for ‘Insomnia’ is ‘sleep’. This implies, if the user does not specifically use the word ‘insomnia’, he is expected to use the word ‘sleep’ somewhere in his input to refer to the fact that he is having trouble sleeping. Using decision tree, symptoms from a text input can be found. Traversing the decision tree along either Sleep -> Deficiency (If input line contains negation) will ultimately lead us to ‘Insomnia’ as being the symptom. Likewise, if the decision tree is traversed along Sleep -> Excess, ‘Hypersomnia’ will be detected as the relevant symptom.
An example of symptom reference tag with the word ‘sleep’ is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom Name</th>
<th>Reference Tag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insomnia</td>
<td>Sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersomnia</td>
<td>Sleep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.3 Relevant Attribute (RA) Array

Once the type of each of the input words is determined using techniques described in section 5 and 6, words will be put on to five different arrays which is named as RA arrays.

If an input word is a symptom name, it will enter the symptom array. Likewise, if an input word represents the intensity of a symptom, it will enter the intensity array and so on.

As far as the algorithm and RA data structure are concerned, any input word whose type cannot be determined is deemed to have no apparent significance and thus will be discarded.

The contents stored at the same index of different arrays will have relevance i.e. if those five arrays are
- symptom
- time
- intensity
- organ
- duration

and if intensity[n] denotes ‘High’ intensity, it will refer to the symptom of the nth index of the symptom array i.e. symptom[n]. For example, if symptom [n] = ‘Fever’ and intensity [n] = ‘High’, then ‘High’ denotes the intensity of the symptom ‘Fever’.

Arrays will grow in size with each separate symptom input from user. E.g. if the user enters 4 symptoms, each of the arrays will have 4 elements.

It can be noted that all of the arrays except the symptom name array can hold null (x) values where a null entry indicates the absence of a relevant detail, since it is understandable that each and every symptom may not have all five parameters (E.g. ‘high fever’ does not associate any organ name).

### 7. PROBABILITY COMPUTATION

‘Walk along an example’ approach will be convenient to understand the computation process of disease prediction in ADPS.

Here is a set of user query:

1. I have severe fever.
2. Suffering from headache.
4. Vomiting.
5. Pain in joints.
6. Rash.
7. Fatigue.

According to RA data structure, for this example query, 5 arrays are required where each of the arrays will have 7 elements (0 - 6) to store the tagged words. After scanning through the 7 input lines the contents of the arrays will be as follows:

| S[0] = ‘fever’ | T[0] = ‘s’ | I[0] = ‘high’ | O[0] = ‘x’ | D[0] = ‘x’ |

From the above mentioned arrays a Data Matrix will be generated like the following one.
Initially symptoms from this data matrix are retrieved and mapped with the symptoms in the database. Then data matrices corresponding to all diseases are recorded for further processing.

In this case, matrices in figure 3 and 4 are retrieved from database named D-D and D-T (See section 5.2).

In the next step ‘asymmetric binary similarity’ [23] factor is calculated among the user query data matrix and matched data matrix/matrices by the following equation.

\[
\text{Sim} (\text{mat}_i, \text{mat}_j) = \frac{q}{q + r + s}
\]

Where,

\( q \) is the number of attributes that equal 1 for both objects,
\( r \) is the number of attributes that equal 1 for object i but equal 0 for object j,
\( s \) is the number of attributes that equal 0 for object i but equal 1 for object j.

As database fetched matrices are verified as true ([10], [15], [16]), values present in these matrices are considered as 1, and others are 0. If matrix size is not same for user query data matrix (Dq) and DB fetched data matrix, the empty rows are considered as complete mismatch.

Here,

\[
\text{sim} (\text{Dq, D-D}) = \frac{q}{q + r + s} = 26/36 = 72.22% \\
\text{sim} (\text{Dq, D-T}) = \frac{q}{q + r + s} = 23/36 = 63.89%
\]

It is clearly observable that probability of occurring Dengue is higher according to user input.

8. EVALUATION AND ACCURACY

For evaluation, visual studio 2015 is used as the platform. C# is used as the programming language and Oracle database is used to store the data. As stated before, ADPS provides disease predictions in ascending order like other existing systems.

Probability of each disease is divided in 2 groups. If the probability is between 1 to 50% (inclusive), the probability is considered to be as Low (L) and if the probability is between 51 to 100% (inclusive), the probability is considered to be as High (H).

To compare their relative accuracy, each of the ranked predictions is checked against the ground truth. The ground truth symptom-disease associations are recorded from [10], [15] and [16]. To better understand the accuracy comparison process let us consider an imaginary data set (symptom list input from a patient) where, 5 diseases fall in low probability group, 4 in high. Considering it as ground truth, let us take a look at the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>ADPS prediction</th>
<th>Normal Disease Symptom prediction [17]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compute accuracy, values of each column (ADPS & normal) are checked against the ground truth. Intuition says that each checking will produce binary values (0 for mismatch & 1 for match). If the difference between two groups is of degree 1, then it is considered as complete mismatch (0).

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{m}{t} \quad \text{------- (II)}
\]

\( m \)= cumulative match factor
\( t \)= total number of diseases
ADPS Accuracy = 8/9 = 88.89%
Normal Accuracy = 5/9 = 55.56%.

Fig 10: 2 Groups based on probability

This accuracy value resembles the quality of a predicted disease ranking list by a system (higher value means more accurate and lower value means less accurate). It is vital because the occurrence probability of some lower ranked diseases cannot be ruled out as many diseases share a number of common symptoms.

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach, user queries [17] have been picked and user posts have been collected from [18]. We then run 10 experiments.

The results produced by ADPS (Using equation I) and disease-symptom matching system [11] are then arranged in tabular form like Table 2 for each disease.

---

**Table 2. Ground Truth Comparison Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>ADPS prediction</th>
<th>Normal Disease Symptom prediction [17]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The accuracy for each experiment is determined (using equation II) and results are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Accuracy in symptom matching system [17]</th>
<th>Accuracy using ADPS</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>69.82%</td>
<td>81.61%</td>
<td>16.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>78.95%</td>
<td>83.42%</td>
<td>5.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>71.48%</td>
<td>78.25%</td>
<td>9.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>51.27%</td>
<td>63.35%</td>
<td>23.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>64.67%</td>
<td>73.38%</td>
<td>13.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>69.56%</td>
<td>77.73%</td>
<td>11.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>58.72%</td>
<td>61.42%</td>
<td>4.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>76.13%</td>
<td>91.75%</td>
<td>20.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>65.27%</td>
<td>81.57%</td>
<td>25.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>65.74%</td>
<td>73.35%</td>
<td>11.58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An average of 14.35% higher accuracy is observed after evaluation with a minimum of 4.60% and maximum of 25.97%. It is worth noting that ADPS accuracy is significantly better. Therefore, disease prediction is more accurate in ADPS.

9. CONCLUSION

Technology has ushered numerous ways to drive mankind towards a better world, a better life. Mankind will be better off if technology is blended into our lifestyle. People rely on technology to find out solutions for problems they cannot solve by themselves. Health related issues are one of those where automated help can greatly benefit the attention seeker as the person is getting the necessary information by just a few clicks.

In this work, we show that ‘Automated Disease Prediction System’ can help people who are facing difficulties, better understand their physical condition by predicting potential diseases. We also show that our framework enables the system to perform significantly better than existing ones. Having said that, our system accuracy can be increased further as there is space left for improvement. Like the decision tree and parent tree generation is a cumbersome task but it is a continuous process, same goes with the enrichment of the database. It will get better and better over time and accuracy of disease prediction will also be on the rise.
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